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A New York Times Bestseller! Since 2009, millions of people have transformed their lives with the Whole30.
These creative foods use whole-food ingredients within any supermarket, and as an added bonus, feature
dishes and directions for making your meals Quick Pot-friendly!The Whole30 Cookbook  This follow-up to
the best-selling re out and about.features delicious, no-fuss dinners that make while you work; The
Whole30 Slow Cooker is packed with 150 recipes designed to get you out of the kitchen fast, so you can
enjoy all the great things about your Whole30-inspired life-style. roasts that transform into tacos, salads,
and soups, for easy meals throughout the week; and satisfying one-pot meals that make prep and cleanup a
breeze. Now, co-creator Melissa Hartwig is definitely making it even simpler to achieve Whole30 success
with delicious sluggish cooker recipes that turn elements into delicious, hearty meals while you’
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Best Whole30 Cookbook YET!" It creates the ingredient lists appear longer than they need to be and we
know, everything needs to be compliant! Five Stars Absolutely ideal for fall! It appears that this reserve
has been used.!. There’s TONS and you need this book to find out what you and a sluggish cooker are
capable of! I do love the whole 30 concept though. Finally!. Great cookbook with a couple of ways to use
our sluggish cooker or instant pot! And there are plenty of guest recipes in right here! Loved that not
really everything was a stew or soup. There is truly a large salad section shock! If I'm using a sluggish
cooker or pressure cooker, I'm not going to use a stove too (in addition so many sluggish cookers and
pressure cookers have a brown feature so browning on a stove isn't even necessary).99 return fee, I'm on
the fence.. Love it. I feel like the author tried to drive this cookbook to utilize a gradual cooker/pressure
cooker because they are the rave at this time, but didn't really write dishes that are easy/quick to
prepare. The best Whole30 cookbook yet. Our family also doesn't really like Ribs or Roasts in order that
entire section won't be used. Therefore many recipes with poultry thighs...not my favorite portion of the
bird. I know I could sub out, but I just like more options. Highly recommend! On the fence I'm almost
ready to come back this but because of the $5. These two appliances are likely to make things much easier
but this cookbook doesn't really seem to embrace that. The font is normally a little too little, the ingredient
lists are a little too long and it's really so unnecessary to state "Whole30-compliant [insert food here]. It's

going back. All of the recipes sound and appearance so delicious and everything is performed in my favorite
appliance- a sluggish cooker! (Deconstructed gyro = amazing whole food! Variety of recipes, far beyond what
a Pinterest search can provide! While I believe most recipe books are obsolete because of Pinterest, this
recipe publication is a winner! Finding reputable, Whole30 specific slow cooker and Instant Pot recipes can
often be complicated and I was thrilled to start to see the wide variety of dishes in this book! I love how
most have the choice of slow make/pressure make and I love just how much this publication has expanded
my Quick Pot repritoire. Recommend this book to anyone seeking to add some clean, whole food dishes to
their life. Good, healthy recipes! Like all the Whole30 cookbooks; it has beautiful photos, easy to follow
recipes, ingredients that don’t require you go to 5 different stores to find. I believe I'm prepared for a
change with the format of her cookbooks. Therefore many recipes don't actually really sound that great,
and as I was flipping through found one recipe that said to brown whatever on the stove first or after
slow cooking transfer to a 13x9 dish to broil for five minutes. Perfect book for busy people Like the book!
Like all of Melissa’s books. I haven’t tried any recipes yet but will soon! Love the instapot suggestions they
come very handy specially since I’m new to the instapot world. It’s amazing for after whole30 too!
Warning: not a locks30 cookbook (but waiting for one!) If you see the headline and been fooled by Melissa
on April fools day. I was hesitant considering what else could be put in a gradual cooker besides roasts and
such - well without a doubt. It’s okay. I've lost 30lbs in 3 months, and this publication makes it easy.
Anyways bought this publication on presell and produced a recipe as soon as I got it. Everything looks
yummy and delicious!) the moment pot variations are easy to switch too. Luckily for those who have an
quick pot you can do every recipe given that they do slowcooking and pressure cooking food.! Great value
Everything you want to begin with on feeling healthy. LOVE this. I love to incorporate Whole30 meals As
part of my new ‘normal’ routine. The whole30 slow cooker dishes make it super easy- not to mention
delicious. Latest Whole30 Cookbook! I have all the Whole30 books compiled by Melissa Hartwig. The recipes
look therefore yummy and easy to construct. Whole 30 Rocks! you’ll get it. Not what I expected Title is
deceiving. I have her additional cookbooks and also have done two Whole30s..way to many instapot recipes
to be a slow cooker book. Also, expected even more soup and stew like meals. It would appear that this

reserve has been used. It had been bought as new.! I love this and you may too! Whole30 The recipes have
been easy but some of the cook times have already been off for me and I’m not 100% in love with some
of the taste of the recipes. This book is going to make my me become more prepared within my next
whole30 round - and it will make my Food Independence feel a lot more free!.!.We made two recipes that



were a bit bland I made two recipes that were a bit bland. I'll make a few more and revise my review.
Thanks
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